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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF THE COMMITTEE 

The SECRETARY drew the Committee's attention to Information 

Document No 33, outlining the results of the studies made on trade within 

the region and the region and the rest of the world. I t was apparent 

that the overall volume of Latin America's trade had increased, but in 

many cases the flow was greater to countries outside the region than 

to those within i t . That was due to many factors hindering exchanges 

within the region. For instance^ no single trade and payments policy 

was in force throughout the area. Nine-tenths of South American trade 

.was bilateral in form and subject to the clearing accounts system, with 

i ts attendant disadvantages.. What was required was a certain liberalization 

of intra-regional trade, with acceptance of the principle of minimum 

treatment within the region and the adoption of procedure permitting the 

triangular or multilateral transfer of balances. The amendments recently 

made to the General Agreement on Tari f fs and Trade appeared to be of special 

interest to Latin America; Article XVIII in particular, in i ts revised 

. form, would permit the application of protective measures in favour of 

countries in the process of economic development. 

Maritime transport problems also played a large part in Latin 

American trade relations. Owing to the inadequacy of harbour installations 

within the region port costs were high, representing in some cases 50';per cent o: 

total freight costs, which were thus higher in intra-regional trade than in 

trade with other parts of the world. 

There was thus clearly room for fu l ler consultation and co-operation 

between the Latin AmericanRepublics and he hoped that the material prepared 

by the secretariat would be helpful in clarifying the problems confronting 

them. 

STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF GATT 

Mr. ROYER (General Agreement on Tari f fs and Trade) drew the 

Committee's attention to some of the recent changes in the text of the 

General Agreement on Tari f fs and Tif.de of special interest to members of 

ECLA. One of the most important changes, designed to reconcile the need for-

stabil ity in world trade with the requirements of countries in^the,early 

stages of economic development, was a complete revision of art iele AVIII. 

/That, and 
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That, and the other changes which had been approved by the parties to the 

General Agreement a f ter considerable hesitation about the desirabi l i ty of 

providing for"d i f ferent systems for industrialised countries and for those 

in the process of industrialization would, he thought, eliminate to a 

very large degree the atmosphere of .mistrust and impatience that often 

marked the economic and commercial relations between countries belonging 

to the two groups. I t would seem that the changes were such as to meet 

most of the objections that many of the Latin American countries had had 

to GATT. 

. Mr. Royer then proceeded to analyse the advantages and•disadvantages 

to industrialized and to under-developed countries in basing commercial 

policy on complete autonomy, bi lateral agreements or multilateral arrangements 

such as GATT. Only a system based on the f a i r , reasonable and f l ex ib le 

principles' .of GATT could, in -his opinion, overcome the loopholes and 

disadvantages of the other two systems while safeguarding the v i t a l interests 

of a l l parties. 

Apart from the General agreement I t s e l f , the Contracting Parties 

at their last session had adopted the text of a new agreement establishing 

an- organization for trale.90._operation which would have the tasks of 

fac i l i ta t ing inter-governmental consultation on questions'- cf international 

trade, organizing international trade negotiations and studying questions re']atir 

to international trade. Another provision of that agreement made i t 

possible to invite States which were s t i l l not prepared to accept the 

obligations of the General Agreement to participate in a l l of the ac t i v i t i es 

of the iiew organization except those related to the application of the 

General Agreement. 1/ 

The meeting rose at 12.5 P.m. . 

•2/For the text of Mr. Royer's statement, see Information Document No.36. 


